
Contact ALLDATA Today: www.ALLDATA.com/collision 
or call an ALLDATA Representative at 800-697-2533.

Who is ALLDATA?
ALLDATA was the first to offer manufacturers’ repair information electronically. Today,  
ALLDATA is the leading provider of OE repair information, used daily by more than 300,000 
industry professionals at more than 80,000 automotive repair facilities. In a recent survey,  
85% of our customers said, “ALLDATA is essential to my company.”*

What is ALLDATA® CollisionSM S3500?
ALLDATA Collision is a SINGLE SOURCE for manufacturers’ auto collision repair information – 
the industry’s highest standard for repairs. ALLDATA Collision includes detailed OE  
procedures for all this and more:

• Sectioning and Structural Repairs
• New Materials – high-strength steels, 

aluminum, new plastics, etc.
• Electronic systems reset procedures
• Complex Technologies – Hybrids, 

advanced lighting, supplemental 
restraint systems (SRS), and more

• Panel removal and replacement
• Mechanical Repair Information: 

Reduce sublet and control the repair 
schedule

Features to help you boost your productivity:
• Advanced, Easy Search – Type any keyword and all relevant information displays. 

Instantly filter searches by information type.
• Article Pinning – Technicians and estimators can open multiple windows and keep 
 procedures and diagrams available while working on the vehicle.
• YMME Lookup – Quickly select the vehicle you need by Year, Make, Model and Engine.
• Quotes Module – Simple quotes on mechanical repairs include OE parts and industry-

accepted labor information.

Plus you get:
• Factory technical service bulletins (TSBs) updated daily, plus OE position statements 
• Mechanical repair procedures on more than 22,000 engine-specific vehicles 
• Live library research support and live product training

#1 Source for Collision Repair Information

“I’ve never had this kind 
and depth of information 
available at a reasonable 
cost... It’s my single-source 
access to FACTORY repair 

procedures. It improves 
production and part

 procurement efficiencies.
It enhances insurer relations – 

which means I get paid for 
necessary procedures to 

perform the repair.”

David Solmes
President, 

Dewey’s Auto Body, Inc.

#1 Source for OE Repair Information

S3500



For more information, visit:
www.ALLDATA.com/collision 

or call an ALLDATA Representative at 800-697-2533

*Survey completed in April 2010 by Anderson Analytics.   ©2010 ALLDATA LLC. All rights reserved.  ALLDATA is a registered trademark and ALLDATA Collision 
is a mark of ALLDATA LLC. All other brands are trademarks of their respective holders. Subject to change without notice. CS-10-00484

Frequently Asked Questions 
What will I need for the enhancement to work?  
You need one of the three major 
estimating systems and ALLDATA Collision.

Is it easy to install? Yes. We will install it for you.

If I subscribe to ALLDATA Collision, can I add 
this later?  Yes. You can add this to your 
monthly subscription or purchase both as 
a bundle.

Works with all three major 
estimating systems!

All-in One Lookup for  
Repair Information

Features and Benefits

Instant repair information at the time of the repair plan

The ALLDATA Collision estimate integration enhancement integrates with  
ALL THREE major estimating systems:

• Automatically retrieves up-to-date OE collision and  
mechanical repair information 

• Single source 
• Collision repair information from 2000 to present

The ALLDATA Collision estimate integration enhancement is NOT an  
estimating system. It works with NuGen IT, Inc.’s Collision Data Exchange  
software to access information from your estimating systems. Detailed OE 
repair information, specific to the vehicle and procedure, is pulled from  
ALLDATA Collision and returned to you to help: 

• Generate accurate repair plans 
• Reduce supplements and sublet repairs
• Strengthen insurer relations
• Create opportunities to repair vehicles that might have been  

designated a total loss

OE information is one click away 

Accurate repair plans

One integrated solution

Automatically provides OE repair 
information to you

Provides repair information that you 
may not have known existed

Integrates with the three major 
collision estimating systems

 FEATURE BENEFIT

S3500


